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Hay is an important crop in any area where cattle, sheep, and horses are present. Certain areas of the southern U.S.
from Texas and Oklahoma to Georgia are in the midst of a hay deficit due to severe drought conditions. This has created an increasing interest in cash hay production. Data from hay-cost return budgets at Mississippi State University as
well as quality data indicate that cash hay production in the state is only marginally profitable for producers achieving
average yields, quality, and prices. Price and quality is being affected by low fertilization and sacrificing quality for forage
quantity. Because of these management practices, it is important that hay producers develop a strategic plant to market
and sell their hay if they wish to make a net addition of their farm income.
The primary focus of a marketing program should be on improving profitability of the hay enterprise. It is also important
to make a distinction between selling and marketing hay. Selling hay is defined as the delivery of hay to a customer for a
negotiated price. An example of this will be a hay producer who calls a dealer or other livestock producers and let them
know that he has certain number of bales for sale and ask them to come, take a look, and give a quote or make an offer.
In most cases, the hay might be average quality (based on physical evaluation), but there is no forage test information to
validate the quality and hay being sold is not segregated by lot. On the other hand, marketing involves buying, selling,
storing, transporting, financing, standardizing hay production (supplying market information such as fertilization and forage quality) for auction in an organized and efficient way. An example in Mississippi will be producer that grows several
varieties of hybrid bermudagrass or bahiagrass to fit different markets and separate hay according to quality, cutting intervals, and lots.
Many hay growers in Mississippi simply sell hay and have no interest on devoting substantial time and attention to develop a hay marketing program. They are selling a commodity to low bidders to simply dispose extra forage rather than
developing a market for a product. To be most effective in marketing hay, growers should attempt to target sales by
type, cutting sequence, nutritional quality and bale size. Based on some of these conditions, a hay producer should understand what some basic and essential principles for marketing hay are:
1. Determine where the market opportunities are located: type of market and location (local, regional, or national). The market is very different among beef producers, dairy producers and horse owners. Horse owners usually pay more for high quality hay than dairy producers. This is because dairy producers tend to substitute roughage, energy, and protein sources to achieve a more balanced ration. Lower-quality hay is usually targeted to the
beef cattle industry since beef cows can effectively use lower quality hay. In general, the beef industry focuses on
supplementing only if energy and protein from hay production is poor and ignore other quality components such as
digestibility and intake.
2. Producing high quality hay. This is where the market for hay production starts. When hay supply exceeds demand, producers are going to be more selective. Remember that high quality hay does not necessarily mean highest nutritive value. What is high quality to one person may be considered mediocre quality by someone else. Quality
is in the eye of the beholder. It depends on who is buying the hay their and specific standards. For example a horse
owner might be interested in hay with good green color, and ample leafiness with a lack of mold, odor and dust. Determining if your targeted market will pay a sufficient premium for high quality hay should be part of the market analysis. This will help determine what harvest management system might best fit your operation. Forage analysis can be
quite helpful in assessing nutritional quality, but an honest physical description of the hay is also helpful to buyers
who cannot examine it before it is picked up or delivered.
Some buyers might have perceptions that some geographic areas are known for poor-quality hay. These percep-

tions may or may not be accurate, but they exist. It is important that hay producers have good management practices to counter such assumptions and allow buyers to overcome that stigma.
3. Understand the size of bales that will fit the targeted market. Regardless of the bale size, produce
a solid bale. The size, weight and shape of the bale can have a great impact in marketing strategies
because buyers look for convenience (Table 1). Bales need to be moved easily. That means that bales need to be
tight, light, and easy to transport. Bale size and density usually limit marketing strategies because payloads are
charged base on mileage rather than weight. Loose bales break apart easily and make them hard to load and handle. Calibrate your baler to make
firm bales that are easy to handle.
The bale size affects the cost of
transporting and handling hay.
Thus, the bale type and size helps
hay growers identify their target
market. Many dairy producers
want hay in large square (>1000
lbs) or small rectangular bales(100
to 200 lbs), but not round bales.
Horse producers prefer small rectangular bales (50 to 70 lbs) and
not large square bales or round
bales. Beef cattle producers prefer
large round bales (500 to 1200
lbs).
4. Remember that the cost of
transportation will be dictated
by the size of the bale. The cost
of transporting hay is a major consideration when selling into any market. Hay profitability can rapidly be consumed by transporting bulky, low value
product. Hay packaging is an important way to reduce trucking costs (Table 2). Hay can be packaged as soft or solid
-core round bales, or small, medium and large square bales. Soft core bales can be safely baled at relatively high
moisture contents, but have less structural density and generally lower weight than hard-core round bales. Small
square bales are labor intensive, and vary in density. Medium and large square bales have the greatest density of all
bale types, and stack and ship easily. Trucking rates will reflect current fuel prices, so be sure to check with trucking
firms to obtain up-to-date hauling charges. Transportation of hay requires knowledge of trucking rules and regulations, not only at the point of loading, but also in the various jurisdictions that the hay will be passing through on the
way to its final destination. Knowledge of maximum lengths, widths and weights, permits and phytosanitary or quarantine requirements are also needed.
5. Hay storage is an integral part of hay marketing. Storing the hay properly will reduce quality and yield losses. It
is also important to store hay by type, cutting and quality. In other words, separate hay by lots. Leaving space between lots will allow quick and easy access to hay at any time to meet the customer’s need. Small square bales are
often stored in a barn. Large bales may be stored in a barn, or they could be left outside. Significant storage losses
occur in bales that are stored uncovered outside. Storing hay in a barn reduces storage losses but involves additional costs such as loading and unloading cost, shrinkage, fire insurance and barn expense.
6. Produce a consistent hay supply and be realistic on the price. Long-time customers would like to have hay with
consistent quality that will minimize adjusting feeding programs. Do not try to hide and sell low-quality bales in the
middle of a load. Having a hay production management plan that will account for equipment breakdown will also
minimize hay production delays. Meeting the customer’s need to the furthest extent possible is part of a successful
marketing strategy.
Market price is heavily dependent upon local or regional hay inventories despite of beef or milk prices. When marketing hay, it is always a challenge to come-up with a fair and equitable pricing structure that is simple, but accounts for
changes in dry matter, forage quality, and the prices of competitive feeds supplying protein or energy. For average
market hay prices visit the Hay Exchange website (http://www.hayexchange.com/tools/ave_price_calc.php) or the
Alabama Weekly Hay Report (http://www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/mg_gr310.txt).
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7. It is important to determine if hay will be sold by the bale or by the ton. Hay, like many other
crops, has a somewhat predictable seasonal price pattern that can be used to make marketing decisions. Although there is not a set farm price for hay, using hay reports to set hay prices will be beneficial. Hay may be priced by the bale or the ton, depending primarily on the volume under consideration.
Sales involving less than a ton are usually based on a per-bale price, because it is impractical to have
the hay weighed. For hay, prices are usually lower at harvest, and then increase as hay supply begins to decrease.
Hay prices in Mississippi usually peak from October to January. Accepting a lower price for hay sold from the field
during the harvest season may yield higher returns than delaying purchase until hay is needed when demand is
comparatively high. Stored hay shrinks (loses moisture) as it cures. Therefore, about 10 percent fewer pounds of
the same hay will be sold from storage than will be sold from the field at harvest. This might an economic advantage
for the buyer, but not for the seller.
8. Be sure the buyer clearly understands the sale price and terms of sale, the point of sale, responsibility for
shipment and any delivery charges associated with the sale. If a customer is buying hay over the internet, is it
important that buyer and seller agree on reasons for buyer’s rejection of hay being delivered, how hay will be replaced or money refunded, and how any disputes will be resolved. If hay quality is being taken into consideration, it
is important to agree in resampling
procedures such as in presence of
the seller or truck driver and agree
on term and conditions if the hay
being delivered does not match the
analysis. If the buyer or seller is
unknown to each other, checking
references prior to buying or selling hay will help to determine how
payment transactions or refunds
should be made. If might be a
good idea to request cash, a certified check or a letter of credit from
the buyer’s bank before shipping
any hay.
9. Using resources to market your hay. An important part of a sound marketing or sales program involves making
potential buyers aware of the particular hay type, bale package and quantity available for sale. Using the internet is
a valuable tool to market hay through a diverse number or channels. In Mississippi, the Mississippi Hay Directory
(http://msucares.com/livestock/beef/mshayform.html) provides the opportunity for advertising and selling hay produced in the state. The Mississippi Market Bulletin (http://www.mdac.state.ms.us/n_library/pub_form/mkt_bulletin/
index_marketbulletin.asp) is also an effective channel to market hay. The Texas Department of Agriculture has also
set up a hay emergency hotline to allow out of state hay being sold in the state. Be aware that there is a Federal
Imported Fire Ant (IFA) Quarantine. Baled hay, baled straw and soil are among some of regulated articles of this
quarantine. The whole State of Mississippi and ¾ of Texas are in this quarantine (http://www.aphis.usda.gov/
plant_health/plant_pest_info/fireants/downloads/fireant.pdf). This means that hay can only move within the IFA quarantine zone. For more information visit the Texas Department of Agriculture Hay Hotline website (http://
www.gotexan.org/HayhotlineHome.aspx).
Summary
The hay market is variable, with end-use and associated quality requirements being the defining elements of each market. A hay producer can improve profitability of the hay operation by improving yields and quality, and by making the
effort to evaluate marketing opportunities and the associated marketing costs, market prices and quality requirements of
each targeted livestock enterprise. Remember that hay production requires expensive inputs such as fertilizer, tractors,
and bailing equipment. It also requires approximately 7 hrs of labor per acre of hay produced. If you are not familiar with
the potential hay market opportunities, conduct a market analysis. Talk to other hay growers, extension and agribusiness
personnel and members of local organizations such as the Cattlemen’s Association. In advertising and merchandising
hay effectively over a long period of time, it is advisable to be honest, treat customers fairly, understand and try to fill the
needs of customers and be specific about hay available for sale.
Let me emphasize again that hay marketing starts with hay production. Do not waste your time if you are going to grow
mediocre quality hay. It takes the same amount of energy via fossil fuels to harvest hay with poor quality as it does good
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quality hay. There is money to be made in hay marketing for those producers willing to spend the time and
effort on developing a marketing strategy. Increasing yields and reducing costs of production will increase
profitability, but effective and strategic marketing is often where the biggest contribution to profit is made.
Marketing involves being customer-oriented. It also means listening to buyers and understanding their
needs. The drought situation in Texas and Oklahoma has been a unique situation this year and many producers see this as an opportunity to enter the hay market because low quality hay is valuable in such places. However,
this will not be the circumstances in the long-term. If you want to be in the hay business, know what your market is, produce for it, and remember that repeat business is always important.
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